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MIPS makes you more accountable for spending (resource use) without the resources to control it… so 

at a minimum we need as accurate measures as possible to describe what we are doing 

Some of the scariest words in the English language are “We are the government and we are here to 

help.”  Although admittedly an outlier, sometimes it is true.  In this edition, I want to discuss some 

emerging changes in resource use measurements that are scheduled to take effect in January, 2018, 

that I think you will find a positive development.  The changes are to correct widely accepted 

deficiencies in the current approach.  They are being developed with the input of your specialty 

organizations and our AMA.  While the changes with ICD-10 were viewed as a non-value added burden 

that merited its opposition, I think that we need to view these changes differently. 

 

Current weaknesses 

 

Although not a part of the 2017 base year (for 2019 payments) calculation, resource use will become a 

significant part of MIPS as well as part of the calculus of APMs since no one wants to run a dual coding 

system in their offices.  Attribution is also an important aspect with the APM models.  In the 2018 base 

year (for 2020), it will increase from 0% to 10% and in 2019 (for 2021) from 10% to 30%!  It will be based 

on the total per capita cost of Medicare spending per beneficiary.  So, it is a mission-critical foundation 

that value-based payments reflect accurate metrics.  This is certainly not the case today with numerous 

weaknesses in the current approaches with physicians.  First, there is a lack of physician control over all 

spending and services that is not reflected under current resource use measures; costs that you had no 

control over, and likely no awareness of, are often attributed to you and place you at substantial risk of 

penalty.  Further salt in the wound occurs when there is no attribution for spending for many services 

that you do provide.   Also, patients are often not properly assigned to the physicians who are actually 

managing their particular health issue.  Finally, the current risk adjustment systems do not adequately 

adjust for differences in patient needs.   The three new classes of resource use measurement seek to 

correct these deficiencies.  

 

 

 

 

 



Care Episodes Groups (CEGs)  

 

The first new class are the Care Episode Groups.  These new codes will replace the Episode Grouper that 

is currently used.  The Episode Grouper uses only billing claim, as opposed to clinical, data to 

retrospectively group claims into what it surmises might be potential clinically-related groups (episode 

grouper).  So, it captures treatment and arbitrarily places the current service into a retrospective group, 

thus the term grouper, based on services in the preceding year that may or may not reflect the current 

reason for the patient encounter and may or may not accurately select the correct clinical group even if 

it is the same condition as last year. 

 

The CEGs are defined on underlying health conditions rather than just the treatment so that the correct 

clinical grouping can be accurately assigned.  There will be separate CEGs for the same procedure to 

differentiate patients with significantly different needs, which will drive legitimate differences in cost.  

This will also enable the ability to define CEGs around sub-episodes within larger episodes, which will be 

helpful in more complex patients and procedures as well as APMs.  Also, optimally CEGs should include 

both diagnostic and treatment episodes so that both clinical and billing data can provide a more 

complete and precise picture of the encounter. 

 

Defining Patient Condition Groups (PCGs) 

 

With the current methodology, there is an inadequate recognition of acuity, the ability to access their 

physician, and/or use the typical interventions.  The PCGs shift the focus on patient needs rather than 

just on the current spending levels, or worse yet the preceding year.  This new class of codes will capture 

additional diagnostic information missing in current diagnostic codes.  Rather than a snippet of a 

classical encounter based on a singular diagnosis, and associated costs, the PCGs will be based on all of 

health problems that affect costs and outcome.  This will capture and include patient functional 

limitations with medical conditions; for instance, a post-stroke wheelchair bound patient will incur 

rehabilitation costs in addition to the treatment of their hypertension.  Currently, this profound driver of 

costs and associated complexity is not on the radar screen, which unfairly treats both ends of the 

complexity spectrum unfairly.  This unfairly portrays the care and penalizes physicians who treat 

complex patients with multi-system disease.  This new classification will also consider barriers patients 

face in accessing needed services.  Perhaps they are non-compliant because they are dependent upon 

public transportation and none is close to either their home or their physician’s office or a family 

member did not come for them as promised.  Then again, they might just be non-compliant because 

they did not care enough to make the effort.  The current system does not distinguish between these 

two very different patients, but the new one will enable a better overall comparison and attribution.  

The PCGs will have the ability to complement CEGs to provide a more complete description and analysis 

of variants. 

 



Patient Relationship Categories (PRCs) 

 

The last new class will define the patient relationship categories & codes so that the context of the 

encounter can be more appropriately put into context for attribution.  The current attribution is often to 

either no or the wrong physician so that calling the question with a PRC code will permit a much more 

accurate picture of how the care was prescribed and thus a better match for attribution.  The MACRA 

legislation requires a concurrent approach so an identification and statement at time of service will 

place the patient into one of the following categories: 

Primary responsibility for general and ongoing care over extended time 

Lead practitioner furnishing care/coordination during an acute episode 

Furnishing services during acute episode but in a supportive role 

Furnishing services on occasional basis, usually by referral 

Furnishing items or services only as ordered by another practitioner 

 

Although not required by the legislation, some thought leaders are suggesting that the following 

categories should be considered:  

Practitioner with primary responsibility for managing condition(s) > 1 month.  This would help to 

differentiate long term and acute management or new relationships that may incur startup costs. 

Practitioner working closely to jointly manage condition(s) > 1 month.  Joint managements in this 

category would identify more complex management issues that may have significantly higher, and 

legitimate, costs. 

Practitioner taking lead responsibility for determining diagnosis for patient’s symptoms or verification 

the accuracy of existing diagnosis utilizing services of other providers.  Although the estimates vary, 

misdiagnosis is a material number, and those patients will be costlier by the time they are correctly 

diagnosed and treated.  Once again, the goal is to identify a variant that results in higher resource use 

and cost and not penalize those who accept the more complicated patients. 

 

As I have several times in the past, I would like to acknowledge Harold Miller’s generous permission for 

the use of his intellectual property.  I recommend the following resource for a deeper dive: 

 

Miller HD. Improving Resource Use Measurement Under MACRA: Creating Better Methods of 

Accountability for Healthcare Spending in Value-Based Purchasing & Alternative Payment Models. 

Center for Healthcare Quality & Payment Reform. 2016  

 



Please do not confuse MACRA and the ACA.  While the ACA is likely at some point to undergo significant 

reform or repeal, MACRA was passed with a 90+% bipartisan vote and here to stay in one form or 

another.  In a short time, we will be in the base period where resource use will be weighted at a 30% 

determinant value as we progress from 4% to 9% of your payment at risk.  Risk demands accuracy. 

While there may be transition costs and a learning curve with the new codes, I think this could be that 

exception to conventional wisdom: “The government is here to help you.”  Note:  Before I get the hate 

mail, I fully understand that the government created the challenge in the first place.  For those of you 

wishing for a return to the SGR, the financial penalties for 2017 and 2018 are higher than MACRA as we 

move from the carrot to the stick, and I hear anecdotal reports of some significant assessments.  Thus, I 

recommend that we embrace the new codes and work with our specialty societies to make sure they 

work for us and not against us. 

 

Your thoughts? 
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